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A study published in the Journal
of Basic and Applied Social
Psychology found that 60% of
people can’t go 10 minutes
without lying at least once.

We naturally mirror the
behaviour of others with whom
we’re interacting; it’s a way of
establishing rapport and showing
interest.

If you accuse someone of lying or
question their story, pay attention
to how they respond.

And it gets worse. Those that did lie
actually told an average of three lies
during that short conversation.
The problem with these little lies, which
are harmless at first, is that they tend
to have a snowball effect.

When lying, mirroring may drop as the
liar spends a lot of effort on creating
another reality for the listener.

Spotting
the truth
If you claim that you never
lie, well, you’re a liar.
Catching someone in a lie
is a sticky situation but
what if you can’t tell if
they’re lying or not? In this
edition of engage, we take
a brief look at how nonverbal signs can show
up a lie.

Spinning a yarn, telling a tall tale,
or flat out lying. These folks weren’t afraid
to do it, and it didn’t prevent them from
creating history, being beloved, or
amassing wealth, and all through a
straight public face.

A study published in the journal Nature
Neuroscience found that lying is a slippery
slope. When people tell small lies, the
brain becomes desensitized to the pang
of guilt that dishonesty usually causes.
Basically, the more you lie, the easier it is
to do it, and the bigger the lies get.
And it seems we’re all equally as bad at
identifying them. A 2014 study found
that emotionally intelligent individuals
are more easily duped by liars. A large
analysis revealed overall accuracy for
distinguishing truths from lies was just
53%, not much better than flipping a
coin.

Lance
Armstrong

Someone who is lying will often show it
with their body language. Lying people
typically want to trick the questioner
into thinking they’re calmer than they
are, so their movements will reflect that.
Often, they will shrink in on themselves,
slouching and slumping to subconsciously
protect their body while they’re deceiving
you.
“As a rule, the more someone allows their
body to be open the more likely it is that
they are being honest. That is because
when your body is open you are more
physically vulnerable,” psychologist
John Paul Garrison told INSIDER.
“If you observe someone change their
body language to close of their body
or do behaviours to calm themselves
(e.g., touching their face, rubbing their
forehead) then it is possible they are
lying.”

Richard
Nixon

The eyes have it
Mark Bouton, an FBI agent for 30
years and author of “How to Spot
Lies Like the FBI,” read facial
expressions to detect lies.
“A person will ordinarily blink about
five or six times a minute, or once every
10 or 12 seconds,” Bouton says. “When
stressed, for instance, when someone
knows he’s lying, he may blink five or six
times in rapid succession.”
A person closes his eyes for a second or
two, this may indicate he’s lied to you,
since this is a type of defence
mechanism. Normally, he explains, a
person will blink at a speed of 100 to
400 milliseconds, or 0.10 to 0.40 of a
second.”

A truthful person will often respond
with even more detailed explanations to
expressions of disbelief to their story.
Someone aiming to deceive won’t be
ready to reveal much else but keeps
repeating what has already been
established. However, exaggerated
details may also tip you off if the person
appears to be telling you too much.
It’s very hard for a liar to avoid filling a
void created by you. He or she wants you
to believe the lies being woven; silence
gives no feedback on whether or not
you’ve bought the story.
By being patient and remaining silent,
many deceitful people will keep talking
to fill that silence, embellishing and
possibly slipping up in the process.

As verbal communication took over
from body language as the
primary method of communication,
so humans became increasingly able
to use words and speech to lie.
According to linguistic and vocal tone
specialists, our voices become less
resonant when people lie. The normal
speaking voice becomes flatter, slower,
loses its depth. The impression is a less
dynamic and more monotonous tone.
The reason for this is that the brain is
trying to stay ahead of what is being said.
This causes the speech to lose its
spontaneity and speed.
However, expert liars teach themselves
to “believe” what they’re saying. In
confidence trickster terms this is known
as the “patter’.

When you ask a normal, right-handed
person about something he’s supposed to
have seen, if he looks upward and to his
left, he’s truly accessing his memory of
the incident,” Bouton says. “However, if
he looks upward and to his right, he’s
accessing his imagination, and he’s
inventing an answer.” Left-handed
people will usually have just the opposite
reactions.

Boris
Johnson

Voice patterns

While letting these little white lies go
isn’t life or death, there are more serious
situations where vetting lies is an
important skill. According to behavioural
experts and professional interrogators,
the key is to watch rather than listen.
You may not be able to hear a lie but you
can spot a liar by being aware of these
non-verbal signs.

Bernie
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